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Targeted Rapid Intervention Outreach – Learning Briefing
Overview
Thames Reach’s Targeted Rapid Intervention Outreach (hereafter referred to as TRIO) is an
outreach team helping rough sleepers, the hidden homeless and vulnerable women in every London
borough.
Funded by London Councils and launched in 2013, it has assisted almost 2,500 individuals.
TRIO helps people access accommodation, counselling, training and employment opportunities
and encourages people to lead more independent lives.
Key to its success has been the development of strong partnerships with specialist organisations,
working closely with local authorities and identifying and addressing gaps in existing services.
TRIO delivers an innovative and effective service for some of London’s most marginalised people.

Michael Murray manages the TRIO service which operates across London.
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Background
Thames Reach’s vision is of a society where street homelessness is ended and nobody need sleep
rough on the streets. In pursuit of this vision, Thames Reach’s mission is ensuring that the people using
its services find and sustain a decent home, develop supportive relationships and lead a fulfilling life.
Thames Reach – which has worked with rough sleepers and homeless people for over 30 years –
is aware that living on the streets or being without a stable home is damaging to individuals.
Thames Reach services help people escape homelessness and get their lives back on track.
TRIO was set up to work in partnership with other specialist organisations to ensure people get the
support they require.
8,096 people were recorded sleeping rough in London between April 2015 and March 2016.
Of those who were assessed: 31% had a drug problem (primarily heroin and crack cocaine),
43% had an alcohol problem (primarily super-strength lagers and ciders) and 46% had
a mental health support need. * (see references)
Some aspects of homelessness have changed in recent years. The most recent annual rough
sleeping figures for London indicate that only 41% of rough sleepers are from the UK, while
37% of rough sleepers come from Central and Eastern Europe. Many do not have the support
needs seen among rough sleepers from the UK. Their priority is often to seek casual work
whilst living together in encampments across London.
TRIO has had to develop new and innovative ways of working to ensure it could meet the needs of
this new and growing group of people.
Outcomes and key successes
•

TRIO has worked with 2,471 individuals across every London borough since its
launch in 2013

•

TRIO has reduced the risk of homelessness for 284 women

•

TRIO has provided support to people affected by operations to close down rough
sleeping encampments. 104 encampments have been closed down in joint operations

•

TRIO has helped 106 individuals to be reconnected back to their home area

•

TRIO has helped 242 people to improve their physical or mental health through
registering with a GP, counselling and accessing drug and alcohol services

•

102 people reported increased knowledge of the services and activities available to
them, such as health and employment services
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Key challenges
TRIO is addressing the problems of increasing levels of homelessness across London, and is
providing cross-borough services to meet growing challenges, complementing and connecting with
services commissioned at a local level. The focus of TRIO’s work is on:
•

Providing services to people sleeping rough in encampments

•

Searching for rough sleepers along London’s waterways

•

Meeting the need for more targeted outreach in outer London boroughs

•

Reducing the numbers of rough sleepers at Heathrow airport

•

Identifying and supporting women who are at risk of homelessness

•

Supporting rough sleepers with drug and alcohol misuse issues

•

Helping rough sleepers to access mental health services
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Encampments
Working in rough sleeping encampments, or hotspots, as they have been labelled – meaning areas
where three or more rough sleepers have gathered together – can be challenging, as the environment
carries health and safety risks for both the people living there and the workers visiting the sites.
One of the key ways of effectively ensuring people sleeping rough in encampments are offered
support is through a multi-agency approach. TRIO has invested time building relationships with:
London Fire Brigade, Transport for London, Home Office Immigration Compliance and Enforcement
(HOICE), Metropolitan Police, local authorities, Safer Neighbourhood teams and private landlords.
Between September 2013 and September 2016, TRIO worked with people in more than 100
hotspots. These sites are dangerous for the people living there, often in squalid conditions without any
proper sanitation, and can also have an effect on local communities. One of the largest sites had 80
people living in tents and makeshift shelters before being closed down.
TRIO aims to help people living in camps to find accommodation, legal work, help for any physical
or mental health problems, or to return home with dignity back to their families and social services.
TRIO staff became aware of several camps, which had been established on wasteland alongside
the busy A406 North Circular road. The camps were occupied mainly by Romanian nationals, who
were using the area as a base from which they would travel to find cash-in-hand work – a nearby retail
park contains a large DIY outlet, outside of which they waited, hoping to find cheap labouring jobs.
TRIO staff visited sites to offer advice and assess the
problems faced by the people living there. Where there
These sites are dangerous for the
was little prospect of people taking up legal employment,
people living there, often in squalid
and when they risked destitution on the street, a voluntary
conditions without proper sanitation, reconnection back to family and friends was offered.
and can also have an effect on
However, many wanted to remain in the UK and, wherever
local communities.
possible, individuals were supported into work through links
TRIO had formed with local employers.
Most of the people sleeping rough in encampments
have no recourse to public funds, such as benefits, and, as they are often working cash-in-hand, are at
risk of exploitation. Where people are unable to find legal work that enables them to access housing,
they are at risk of enforcement action, such as administrative removal from the country by HOICE.
To find a better solution for people from Central and Eastern Europe who want to work legally in the
UK, Thames Reach has been funded through Commonweal Housing to investigate whether
housing and employment options can be created as an alternative to sleeping rough or reconnection.
This research will be complete and ready for dissemination in January 2017.
London waterways
TRIO has worked closely with the Canal and River Trust, a charity that cares for 100 miles of
waterways across Greater London, and undertaken joint outreach shifts with towpath rangers across
hundreds of miles of canal network, finding more than 50 people who were sleeping rough.
Staff provided support to people living in tents on towpaths and makeshift ramshackle shelters
floating on the water, including a site in Hackney where five homeless people were helped to get their
lives back on track.
A spokesman for the Canal and River Trust said: “We know there are some rough sleeping
hotspots across canals and rivers in London and we wanted to work with the professionals from
Thames Reach to help.”
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Part of a rough sleeping encampment in north London.
Outer London boroughs
Some outer London boroughs are disproportionately affected by encampments and hidden
homelessness as they have more open, green spaces. Additionally, the A406 North Circular road,
surrounded by parkland and wasteland, acts as a route along which migrant rough sleepers move as
they are displaced from encampments that have been closed down.
However, these boroughs generally do not have their own commissioned outreach services to deal
with this complex and growing problem. By going to regional housing partnership meetings, TRIO staff
have been able to talk to local authority representatives from outer London boroughs, to better
understand the rough sleeping populations and trends in these areas, and to help them coordinate
more effective ways of responding to an increase in homelessness.
TRIO was involved in convening the Cross-Border Enforcement Group, supported by Homeless
Link, the umbrella body for homelessness organisations. This group has sought to achieve more
coordination across local authority areas with the objective of better assisting migrant rough sleepers
and reducing pressures on local communities caused by rough sleeping.
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Heathrow airport
Thames Reach’s TRIO team provides an outreach service finding and supporting homeless people
sleeping rough at Heathrow airport.
Heathrow is one of the busiest airports in the world. For people desperate for a warm and relatively
safe place to go, the publicly accessible areas of the terminal buildings are an attractive place to sleep.
The large numbers of people using the airport, over a vast area, also means it can be difficult to identify
individuals sleeping rough. This leads to rough sleepers being hidden from the services that can
provide the help they need to make positive changes in their lives.
TRIO does joint shifts with Thames Reach’s London Street Rescue team, the police and HOICE at
Heathrow. Thames Reach’s role is to find people accommodation and access other areas of support,
including mental health services. TRIO also carries out a weekly drop-in advice session at Travel Care
social services team based at the airport.
There are also fewer than expected rough sleepers with immigration issues. For example, with failed
asylum claims, and/or with complex immigration cases. People in this group were referred to
specialist support and some were helped with a supported reconnection home.
In July and August this year, the team was supported by the Heathrow Graduate Scheme to
complete additional shifts and build up a detailed picture of the number of people sleeping rough at
the airport. TRIO staff at the airport engaged with 73 people during this period.

For people sleeping rough, airports are warm and comparatively safe. (Credit: Heathrow Airport)
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Women and homelessness
TRIO has so far offered support to 284 women who have either been sleeping rough or living in
insecure accommodation and at risk of homelessness.
A new female link worker role was created to help women get benefits, find housing and work and
live more independently. The specialist role offers one-to-one support to vulnerable women.
It is often difficult for orthodox outreach services to make contact and work with women who sleep
rough, as they can tend to have different patterns of rough sleeping and avoid services. TRIO has
the ability to work more creatively with this group, meaning its been able to help where other services
could not. Building strong relationships with other organisations has been central to achieving this, and
TRIO has staff working in partnership with specialist women’s charities. Firstly with Eaves, and now
with the Maya Centre in north London.
The centre offers free counselling to women to overcome the impact of mental health issues, such
as anxiety and depression, which may stem from trauma, including domestic violence, physical abuse
or sexual abuse in childhood. Women may have experienced trauma in war or conflict overseas, or
through practices such as female genital mutilation and forced marriage.
One woman who used the counselling service had been trafficked into the UK and forced into
prostitution before managing to escape. When she first arrived for counselling she was homeless and
suffering anxiety caused by the process of applying for asylum. She had suicidal thoughts, symptoms
of depression and was extremely distressed.
In counselling, the client’s issues around trust and betrayal were explored. The client was able to
work on the extreme anxiety she felt about being homeless in London, and explore the feelings that
were triggered from her early experience of being moved around and not settled anywhere safely.
They were also able to explore her feelings of uncertainty and fear for her future.
At the end of the counselling, the client had learned to
trust again. She no longer felt suicidal and was better able
At the end of the counselling,
to function.
the client had learned to trust
She said: “The counselling has been very helpful and has
again. She no longer felt suicidal
given me a space to talk about the uncertainties in my life.
and was better able to function.
I have been able to tell my counsellor things I have never
spoken about to anyone before. Now I don’t feel overwhelmed
by life.”
TRIO’s manager Michael Murray said: “Our new female link worker role will be able to offer women
in every London borough support to live more independently. To women who are adjusting to the
changes of moving into accommodation, or who have been struggling to cope, we can offer practical
toolkits and key work sessions, enabling them to feel more secure in their home and feel more
confident in managing their own finances.
“Our partnership with Maya provides a valuable resource, offering free counselling, and we can link
women in with services which they may not have been aware of.”
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Drugs and alcohol
Alcohol and drug misuse are also key issues affecting the health of many rough sleepers. In order
to respond, TRIO has developed a partnership with the charity Blenheim, which provides support to
drug and alcohol users, their family and carers.
A support worker spends two days a week giving specialist drug and alcohol advice and additional
support to TRIO clients. This specialist worker is able to complete detailed assessments and enable
people to access suitable routes into treatment.
LC is a 42-year-old female rough sleeper met in Kingston-Upon-Thames with a male rough sleeper,
who claimed to be her husband. Both were alcohol dependent and it became apparent that LC was
a victim of domestic abuse. TRIO found accommodation for her in Camden, where Blenheim linked
her with a local alcohol service to commence treatment. She has been progressing well and has now
moved into private rented accommodation back in West London. The Blenheim worker will be assisting
with transfer to local alcohol services to ensure the continuity of her treatment.

TRIO lead worker Ben Sebok at an encampment strewn with super-strength cider bottles.
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EASL mental health social worker Nathan Servini.
Mental health
The last annual rough sleeping figures showed that 46% of homeless people, whose support
needs were assessed, had a mental health problem. At least 500 people in London sleeping rough are
struggling with severe and enduring mental health problems. More needs to be done to help them get
the support they need.
TRIO works closely with the Enabling Assessment Service London (EASL), a mental health team
supporting homeless people across London, along with their partner agencies, in order to establish the
support needs of vulnerable people sleeping rough in the capital.
Nathan Servini, a mental health social worker from EASL, now regularly goes out onto the streets to
visit rough sleeping sites and assess people’s mental health.
Mental health services, with some notable exceptions, haven’t regularly operated on the streets,
instead working exclusively from offices and clinics, meaning that many of those sleeping rough have
mental health problems that remain undetected or undiagnosed. Many do, however, need urgent care,
and Nathan can complete mental health assessments to make sure they get the right support.
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Nathan identified one woman who had been sleeping rough for two years in north London, who
was being visited by outreach teams but refusing all offers of help. An assessment showed she had
significant mental health problems and didn’t have the mental capacity to make a reasoned decision to
refuse support and accommodation.
Contact was made with statutory mental health services and they decided that, due to the high
level of risk to herself, it was best to get her into hospital. With the backing of police and ambulance
services, she was taken to hospital after being detained under the mental health act.
Nathan spoke about the progress she then made: “After two months of treatment she showed a
marked improvement in her mental state, and developed an insight into her own problems and her
paranoid belief system, which had prevented her from accepting help.
“She was assisted to move into a flat by Thames Reach outreach workers with the support of
statutory mental health services. She continues to live there now and is back in contact with her
teenage daughter.”
He added: “She is grateful for the help she received and the treatment that helped her get her life
back on track.”
Another woman living on the streets in east London was helped by being put in touch with a GP
to get treatment. She was then helped to get a flat in the private rented sector and is now working
in a charity shop.
References
* Rough sleeping in London (Chain data)
http://data.london.gov.uk/dataset/chain-reports
Thanks to all our partners, particularly to London Councils, who fund the TRIO service.
If you would like more information, please contact Thames Reach area director Catherine Parsons via
catherine.parsons@thamesreach.org.uk
You can also visit www.thamesreach.org.uk/what-we-do/rough-sleeper-services/trio where you can
read the latest edition of the TRIO newsletter.
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